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Abstract

The trait-based approach is increasingly used in plankton ecology to understand diversity, community dynamics, and biogeography. While on the global scale phytoplankton traits are fairly well established, zooplankton traits are only beginning to be understood. One taxa-transcending aspect of zooplankton diversity is the distinction between ambush and active feeding strategies. We present a global-scale empirical estimate of feeding strategy derived from copepod abundance observations, which for the first time suggests a distinct trait biogeography with ambush feeding as the dominant feeding strategy at higher, but not at lower latitudes. To explain this trait biogeography, we develop a minimalist trade-off based model of feeding strategies based on encounter rates between zooplankton predators and their phyto- and zooplankton prey. Encounter rates are governed by the two traits, size and motility, that trade off against predation risk. Coupled to a three-dimensional dynamic green ocean model, our idealized encounter model captures the observed feeding strategy biogeography. In the model, this pattern arises from competing dominant food chains within the food web and is shaped by a trophic trait cascade of active vs. passive feeding in adjacent trophic levels. The dominant feeding strategy structures the pathways and efficiency of energy and biomass transfer through the model food web, with consequences for primary production, export and higher trophic levels. Understanding feeding strategies is therefore important for fisheries, biogeochemical cycling, and long-term predictions of ecosystem dynamics and functioning by global dynamic green ocean models.

Plankton community structure is one of the key unknowns when attempting to understand ocean ecosystem dynamics and carbon fluxes (Steinberg and Landry 2017). One approach to describing community structure and plankton diversity, and eventually capture it in ecosystem models is the trait-based approach (Litchman and Klausmeier 2008). Transferred from terrestrial ecology first to phytoplankton, it aims to characterize a community in terms of traits rather than taxonomy, and to identify trade-offs between those traits which shape community composition (Litchman et al. 2007). More recently, the trait-based approach has been extended to zooplankton (Litchman et al. 2013) and trait databases have been established for copepods as one of the most common zooplankton groups (Brun et al. 2013; Brun et al. 2017). One important application of these databases is to understand the global biogeography of traits.

For copepods, perhaps the best studied group of zooplankton, the biogeography of various traits has been investigated on the global scale (Brun et al. 2016). While some traits like body size show a clear biogeography featuring a latitudinal gradient, Brun et al. (2016) failed to show any consistent global pattern in feeding strategy. Here, we revisit the issue of the biogeography of copepod feeding strategy. Feeding strategy is one of the central zooplankton traits, linking the key life-task factors of resource acquisition, metabolic costs, and predation risk via clear mechanistic trade-offs (Kiørboe 2011). Feeding modes can be defined by motility on a scale from passive ambush feeding representing a sit-and-wait strategy with low costs and predation risk, to active feeding modes like cruising, which is energetically more costly and increases conspicuousness to predators (Kiørboe et al. 2014). Organisms may thus choose between the low-cost, low-risk, and low-profit passive strategy of ambush feeding and high-cost, high-risk, and high-profit active strategies like cruise or current feeding. Feeding strategies have been found to structure
seasonal plankton community composition through a trophic trait cascade where adjacent trophic levels exhibit alternating strategies (Mariani et al. 2013; Kenitz et al. 2017). Feeding strategies of mesozooplankton are furthermore of significance for ecosystem functions like the transfer of energy and biomass to higher trophic levels. Assuming different trophic interactions between micro- and mesozooplankton changes estimates of phytoplankton-mediated carbon export from 0% to 25% of the primary production (PP; Steinberg and Landry 2017). For such carbon budgets as well as for fisheries production, the trophic position of mesozooplankton, shaped by its trophic interactions, remains a key unknown.

Global biogeochemical models are widely used to budget carbon fluxes and estimate effects of rising concentrations of atmospheric carbon dioxide on oceanic ecosystems and their role in mitigating or amplifying the responses (Bopp et al. 2013). In these models, zooplankton formulations play a pivotal role as dynamic mortality on phytoplankton, which influences simulated ecosystem dynamics and ecosystem functions like PP and the export of carbon to the ocean interior (Anderson et al. 2013; Sailley et al. 2015; Le Quéré et al. 2016). Moreover, predicted changes in PP (Bopp et al. 2013) may be amplified through higher trophic levels (Stock et al. 2014a) with consequences for fisheries and the biological carbon pump (Chust et al. 2014; Stock et al. 2017). While a fair amount of attention has been given to resolving the diverse phytoplankton community with its differential resource uses (e.g., Follows and Dutkiewicz 2011; Le Quéré et al. 2016), zooplankton formulations are typically oversimplified (Mitra et al. 2014a) and resolve zooplankton trophic interactions in the most basic way. In order to improve our understanding of the role of ocean ecosystems for carbon fluxes and biogeochemistry, global patterns of zooplankton traits and trophic interactions need to be better understood.

Given the relevance of the zooplankton feeding strategy for both ecology and ecosystem functioning and its hypothesized role in shaping seasonal succession, it is striking that no clear biogeoography could be identified on the global scale (Brun et al. 2016). In this study, we derive an observational estimate of feeding strategy, focusing on copepods as one of the best studied mesozooplankton groups, and indeed demonstrate a distinct global biogeography of zooplankton feeding strategy. We make use of the fact that on the global scale, ambush feeding is almost entirely confined to the ubiquitous genus *Oithona*. As *Oithona* spp. were identified, their abundance fraction of total copepod abundance is calculated. From all data available, we select only tows with abundance measurements of whole animals, identification to at least genus level, and more than one taxon identified, thereby arriving at a total of 46,686 tows. We use abundance fraction rather than biomass fraction (Brun et al. 2017) (1) because of the greater data availability and (2) to avoid hiding the ambusher signal in the observations, as *Oithona* spp. are notably smaller, typically undersampled and thus have lower biomass for similar abundance levels than many actively feeding copepod genera.

Given the heterogeneity of data from different origins, a statistical analysis of the compiled data of the top 200 m is applied to identify which factors differing between the samples may systematically bias the calculated ambush fraction. We test for the effects of the total number of taxa identified for each tow, the (log-transformed) total abundance of copepods in each tow, latitude, and season. For the latter, we construct an index giving days since peak summer to be able to analyze data from both hemispheres together. A potential sampling bias is corrected for by weighing the observations according to their spatial density. We assume the observed ambush fraction to be beta distributed and run a general additive model. This analysis complements the model simulations by providing an understanding of what determines the balance between copepod feeding strategies in nature. More details are given in Supporting Information S1.

The model

**The trade-off based encounter model**

The trait/trade-off-based plankton model is aimed to be as simple as possible in order to allow tractability of structural and parameter sensitivities. A minimalist food web is resolved

---

**Methods**

**Observations**

In order to establish a biogeography of copepod feeding strategy, we focus on the ratio between ambush and total copepods. This ratio, termed the ambush fraction, can be estimated from observations as the ratio between the ubiquitous genus *Oithona* as obligate ambushers (Brun et al. 2017) to total copepods. Other facultative ambush copred genera like *Centropages* and *Acartia* are abundant mostly in coastal regions and are therefore not considered. The remaining dominant pelagic copepod genera can be considered active feeders (Brun et al. 2017).

We estimate the ambush fraction from abundance data available from the NMFS-COPEPOD global plankton database (http://www.st.nmfs.noaa.gov/copepod; downloaded November 2017), the Southern Ocean CPR data (Hosie 1999, updated 2015, obtained in January 2015) and the Odate collection (Odate 1994, updated 2002, obtained in January 2016). For each tow where *Oithona* spp. were identified, their abundance fraction of total copepod abundance is calculated. From all data available, we select only tows with abundance measurements of whole animals, identification to at least genus level, and more than one taxon identified, thereby arriving at a total of 46,686 tows. We use abundance fraction rather than biomass fraction (Brun et al. 2017) (1) because of the greater data availability and (2) to avoid hiding the ambusher signal in the observations, as *Oithona* spp. are notably smaller, typically undersampled and thus have lower biomass for similar abundance levels than many actively feeding copepod genera.

Given the heterogeneity of data from different origins, a statistical analysis of the compiled data of the top 200 m is applied to identify which factors differing between the samples may systematically bias the calculated ambush fraction. We test for the effects of the total number of taxa identified for each tow, the (log-transformed) total abundance of copepods in each tow, latitude, and season. For the latter, we construct an index giving days since peak summer to be able to analyze data from both hemispheres together. A potential sampling bias is corrected for by weighing the observations according to their spatial density. We assume the observed ambush fraction to be beta distributed and run a general additive model. This analysis complements the model simulations by providing an understanding of what determines the balance between copepod feeding strategies in nature. More details are given in Supporting Information S1.
by distinguishing the extremes of two trait axes, size, and motility. Motility distinguishes feeding strategy as either motionless ambush feeding, where animals adopt a “sit and wait” strategy and rely on the activity of their prey for encounters, or active feeding, where encounters are facilitated by actively moving or creating a feeding current (Kiørboe 2011). Ambushers are thus restricted to motile prey, while cruisers are assumed to feed on both motile and immotile prey. For simplicity, in the following active feeding will be referred to as “cruise feeding” without intending to exclude other active feeding modes (Kiørboe 2011). The model further distinguishes between two size classes of zooplankton, small (z, i.e., microzooplankton) and large (Z, i.e., mesozooplankton), each comprising ambushers (a, A) and cruisers (c, C; Fig. 1). Phytoplankton are represented by a single functional type not resolving different size classes to allow tractability of the model dynamics.

The dynamics for zooplankton k preying on phytoplankton and zooplankton prey i = p, a, c and being preyed upon by zooplankton l = A, C are given by the following equations:

\[
k = a, c : \frac{\partial Z_k}{\partial t} = \text{ingestion} - \text{predation} - \text{mortality}
\]

\[
f_z(T) \epsilon_k \sum_i [I_{ik}Z_k] - \frac{m_c^{\text{lin}}Z_k}{Z_k} - m_c^{\text{quad}}Z_k^2
\]

\[
k = A, C : \frac{\partial Z_k}{\partial t} = \text{ingestion} - \text{mortality}
\]

\[
f_z(T) \epsilon_k \sum_i [I_{ik}Z_k] - \frac{m_c^{\text{lin}}Z_k}{Z_k} - m_c^{\text{quad}}Z_k^2
\]

with the temperature function \(f(T)\), the growth efficiency \(\epsilon\), and the linear and quadratic mortality rates \(m_c^{\text{lin}}\) and \(m_c^{\text{quad}}\), respectively. Ingestion rates (\(I\) in d\(^{-1}\)) are calculated as a type 2 functional response

\[
I_{ik} = \frac{\beta_{ik}P_{oi}}{1 + \sum_i (\tau_{ik}/\beta_{ik}P_{oi})}
\]

based on the predator mass-specific encounter kernel \(\beta_{ik}\) in m\(^3\) mmol P\(^{-1}\) d\(^{-1}\)) with prey concentration \(P_o\) including a threshold formulation (Eq. S7 in the Supporting Information S3) and the processing time per biomass \(\tau\) reflecting time for both handling (short) and digestion of prey independent of prey type

\[
\tau_k = \frac{1}{I_{kmax}}
\]

The value of \(\tau_k\) is derived from observed maximum ingestion rates \(I_{kmax}\); Hansen et al. 1997).

For each combination of predator and prey, \(\beta^\prime\) is calculated based on a mechanistic encounter formulation taking into account swimming speed, detection area, size selectivity, and escape responses (Eq. S5 in the Supporting Information S3), with the underlying parameter values scaling with body size. Ambush and cruise feeding trade off lower or higher encounter rates with lower and higher predation risk and metabolic costs (Visser 2007). As ambush feeders rely on the movement of the prey to elicit encounters, with prey organisms usually smaller (Hansen et al. 1994) and therefore swimming slower (Kiørboe 2011), encounter rates for ambushing predators are on the one hand assumed to be significantly smaller than those for cruising predators. On the other, for cruisers only a small fraction of prey encounters leads to ingestion as their motion may elicit escape responses of the prey (Jakobsen 2001; Kiørboe et al. 2010). The resulting values of \(\beta^\prime\) (Table 1) determine the balance of interaction strengths in the model as indicated by the line thickness in Fig. 1. This configuration of encounter kernels sets up two different dominant food chains for \(A\) and \(C\), where \(A\) relies on \(c\) and \(C\) relies on \(p\) as main prey. Details on the parameterization including the temperature function are given in the Supporting Information S3.

---

**Fig. 1.** The standard encounter model (a) with one phytoplankton type \(p\) and four zooplankton types characterized by size and feeding strategy: \(a\) — small ambushers; \(c\) — small cruisers; \(A\) — large ambushers; \(C\) — large cruisers. Line thickness is proportional to the specific encounter rate kernels \(\beta\). In the stronger-cruiser setup (b), the food chains related to \(C\) are strengthened compared to the standard setup.
The three-dimensional ecosystem model

We use the Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation model (MITgcm) coupled to a reduced version of the “Darwin” ecosystem module (Follows et al. 2007; Dutkiewicz et al. 2009, 2013) including the encounter model described above. The ecosystem module version comprises the original prognostic equations for three nutrients (phosphorus, nitrogen, and iron), dissolved and particulate organic matter, while only one (small) phytoplankton type and four zooplankton types (two small, two large) are implemented. Phosphorus is used as the main currency of the model. Temperature-dependent phytoplankton growth takes into account limitation by light, including effects of self-shading, and by a Liebig-type limitation by the most limiting nutrient according to a Michaelis-Menten formulation. The phytoplankton parameters are chosen to represent an average small type in Dutkiewicz et al. (2009). Phytoplankton losses include a linear mortality, sinking, and zooplankton predation according to the equations given in Supporting Information S3. The export of organic matter to depth occurs mainly via particulate organic matter produced by phytoplankton mortality, sloppy feeding, and zooplankton egestion and mortality. Sinking of phytoplankton is not considered.

The physical model is forced online by the ECCO-GODAE state estimates (Wunsch and Heimbach 2007). The coupled ecosystem-circulation model is integrated on a global grid of 1° resolution with 24 depth levels for 10 yr, by which time it displays a repeating annual cycle in nutrients, plankton concentrations, and PP. The standard model simulation employs the encounter model as described above.

Model dynamics may be sensitive to two kinds of changes concerning the plankton food web: first, modifying the strength of the trade-off between feeding strategies without changing the trophic network configuration as detailed in Fig. 1a, and second, changing the configuration and strength of trophic interactions in that these influence how complex a community is resolved by the model. The trade-off strength can be modified, e.g., by increasing (decreasing) the linear mortality of large cruisers or ambushers to make a strategy more (less) risky. The balance of trophic interactions changes when the values of the encounter kernels \( \beta \) change relative to each other.

Model sensitivity is examined in simulations analogous to the standard model runs but with three alternative configurations:

1. low-/high-cruiser-mortality: increased and decreased linear mortality for \( C \).
2. stronger-cruiser: with increased feeding by large cruisers (C) on phytoplankton, small ambushers and small cruisers (p-C, a-C, c-C).
3. no-strategy: feeding strategies omitted for \( z \) (all \( z \) are \( c \)).

This configuration directly changes encounter kernel values, and thereby the balance of trophic interactions, for the focus group, large zooplankton, relative to each other (Fig. 1; Table 1).

The underlying parameter changes are given in Table 1 and in Supporting Information Tables S2, S3.

For comparison with the observed ambusher fraction, we calculate the simulated ambusher fraction as ratio of large ambushers to total large zooplankton (A/[A+C]). As both A and C have the same body weight, values calculated from the biomass-based model output represent an abundance-based measure of the ambusher fraction.

Model assessment

Observations on the global scale that may serve to evaluate our model results are generally scarce because categorization according to feeding strategies and motility requires species resolution. In addition to the ambusher fraction, we used meso- and microzooplankton biomass data without distinction of feeding strategy available from the MAREDAT data set (Moriarty and O’Brien 2013) and from the compilation by
Buitenhuis et al. (2010) to compare to total simulated large and small zooplankton. Observational biomass was converted to model units of mmol P m$^{-3}$ using a molar C : P ratio of 100. Observations of phytoplankton biomass were taken from the MAREDAT database. We use the sum of observed picophytoplankton, coccolithophore, *Phaeocystis* spp., diazotroph, and diatom biomass (Buitenhuis et al. 2012; Leblanc et al. 2012; Luo et al. 2012; Vogt et al. 2012; O’Brien et al. 2013), likewise converted to model units, as the model does not distinguish different phytoplankton types and the one phytoplankton type is not outcompeted by other types. Simulated biomass may therefore underestimate observed values.

Estimates of phytoplankton net primary production (NPP) are available from satellite data of ocean color (e.g., Behrenfeld and Falkowski 1997; Uitz et al. 2010), but are associated with substantial uncertainties (Saba et al. 2011). More accurate in situ measurements of NPP are available, albeit with very limited spatial coverage. We used the compilation of in situ NPP presented by Buitenhuis et al. (2013) in conjunction with the satellite-based estimate of Behrenfeld and Falkowski (1997) for comparison with simulated phytoplankton PP.

**Results**

**Observed feeding strategy biogeography**

The most striking feature in the observed ambush fraction of total copepod abundance is the latitudinal pattern from low values at low latitudes to highest values at high latitudes (Fig. 2). Poleward of about 40° latitude values span the entire range from complete dominance of cruisers (C) to complete dominance of ambushers (A; *Oithona* spp.; Fig. 2c). Equatorward of 40°, the ambush fraction is consistently below 0.4. The large spread is easily understood given the heterogeneity of the observations encompassing different sampling methods, depths, times, and taxonomic resolution in addition to various types of ocean ecosystems. Furthermore, latitudes exhibiting a large range of *Oithona* spp. dominance are those where seasonality is a prevailing factor. The statistical analysis confirms latitude as the dominating factor affecting the ambush fraction (see Supporting Information S1 for further details). In this respect, our results contrast the study by Brun et al. (2016) which could not identify any latitudinal gradient in copepod feeding strategy (see “Discussion” section).

**Model plausibility**

Before presenting the simulated biogeography of feeding strategies, we compare the standard configuration of the model to available observations of zooplankton and phytoplankton. Simulated Z biomass is generally within the range of the observations and reflects the latitudinal pattern (Fig. 3). The model tends to underestimate coastal and shelf zooplankton biomass likely because of the comparatively low-grid resolution in these more dynamic areas of the ocean. It reproduces general biogeographical patterns with higher biomass in western boundary currents, upwelling regions and the subtropical front boundary of the Southern Ocean, even though the model does not reproduce well the observed high values in the polar seas. Considering that the model uses just one phytoplankton functional group and resolves neither differential nutrient use for phytoplankton nor seasonal vertical migration for mesozooplankton, the simulation of the mesozooplankton compartment in terms of biogeography is reasonable.

For microzooplankton, a meaningful comparison is limited by the scarcity and the large spread of the data. Again, the simulated z biomass lies within the (wide) range of the observations and generally captures the biogeography with higher and lower values in high and low latitudes, respectively. Elevated biomass at low latitudes, as also seen for mesozooplankton biomass, is not captured by the model. The lack of microzooplankton biomass here likely reflects the low-phytoplankton biomass (Fig. 4) and PP (Fig. 5) simulated in these latitudes.

Simulated PP and phytoplankton biomass generally underestimate the observations in both the oligotrophic gyres and the coastal and equatorial upwelling regions (Fig. 5). This
tendency is known from previous applications of the model configuration providing the basis for our setup (Follows et al. 2007; Prowe et al. 2012a), and might partly be caused by the relatively coarse, non-eddy-permitting spatial resolution underestimating vertical transport of nutrients (Clayton et al. 2017). Coarse resolution simulations furthermore tend to overestimate phytoplankton production and biomass in the temperate latitudes, which also occurs in our simulations. Furthermore, higher phytoplankton diversity in models is related to higher PP (Prowe et al. 2012a,b). Using only one phytoplankton type might therefore also add to underestimating observed PP, although biggest effects are expected in high latitudes (Prowe et al. 2012b) where the model overestimates observed PP. Another potential reason for the overestimated difference in PP between subtropics and temperate latitudes may be a poor resolution of the microbial web including the microzooplankton as primary consumers of PP (Schmoker et al. 2013). Trying to adjust community structure in order to improve the PP predictions would mostly compensate biases related to the ocean physics. Moreover, observational estimates are either too sparsely distributed (in the case of $^{14}$C PP) or associated with large uncertainties (in case of satellite estimates) to motivate more thorough tuning of the model for the present study.

In any event, tuning biogeochemical ocean models to observations is generally not straight forward (Löptien and
Plankton biomass reflects the balance of source and loss fluxes and may thus be unaffected if both are adjusted simultaneously. Hence, simulated PP rates may be tuned to any level as long as loss terms are changed accordingly. The focus of this study is not on simulating quantitatively ecosystem functions related to PP like oceanic carbon uptake, but to investigate the biogeography of feeding strategies and its potential effects on such ecosystem functions. For this purpose, the model provides spatial patterns of plankton biomass and PP in sufficient agreement to observations. We therefore refrain from extended tuning of this highly simplified model and focus on general mechanisms underlying the results.

Simulated feeding strategy biogeography

The *standard* simulation captures the latitudinal gradient observed for the ambusher fraction (Fig. 2b). Highest annual average ambusher fraction near one indicates a low abundance of cruisers in the Southern Ocean and the polar oceans. Intermediate values indicating a nearly balanced abundance of A and C in the annual average are predicted in the temperate productive regions and the upwelling regions in the eastern boundary currents. Lowest prevalence of A is found in the oligotrophic gyres. The underlying biomass concentrations of each zooplankton type are shown in Supporting Information Fig. 5.

This pattern results from the distinction of feeding strategies and the related trade-off between low cost, risk, and profit ambush feeding and high cost, risk, and profit cruise feeding employed for both small and large zooplankton. It reflects the two contrasting food chains for A and C with their preferred prey c and p, respectively. The mechanisms at play are best revealed when examining specific locations (Fig. 2) representing different biogeographical regimes underlying the observed trait biogeography. These regimes are shaped by latitudinal environmental gradients and ocean circulation. In terms of latitudinal gradients, the existence of a seasonal cycle in the temperate to polar latitudes is the most prominent characteristic. Regarding ocean circulation, regions are set apart by seasonal mixing or the degree of upwelling of nutrients, distinguishing productive from oligotrophic regimes. In order to approach an understanding of differences between the provinces, as a first indication Fig. 6 shows observations for example regions from high, temperate, and oligotrophic low latitudes with comparatively good seasonal data coverage.

In oligotrophic regions with low productivity, shown here for a location in the tropical Atlantic (Fig. 6a,d,g,j), environmental conditions are expected to be mostly uniform throughout the year and the ambusher fraction does not show any seasonal variation. As already seen in Fig. 2a, the ambusher fraction here is confined to values below about 0.4. In the model, large cruisers C successfully compete with the small zooplankton for phytoplankton p as food source (Fig. 7j), and thereby relieve small ambushers a from strong top-down control (Fig. 7a). Small cruisers c, however, are top-down controlled as main prey for A (Fig. 7d,g) given the low p biomass and productivity (Fig. 8a). Small ambushers a can thus thrive throughout the year and come to dominate the small zooplankton z. Higher prevalence of c during the first half of the year occurs at one to two orders of magnitude lower abundance than a, not compromising the dominance of C. In consequence, C relies on an efficient p-C food chain, while A is food limited by their preferred prey c. In the annual average, this is seen in the low-ambusher fraction in the lower latitudes, with lowest values in the strongly oligotrophic sub-tropical gyres (Fig. 2).

In the temperate latitudes with higher annual average PP, exemplified for the eastern North Atlantic (Fig. 6b,e,h,k), both food chains operate in parallel, leading to a more balanced coexistence of C and A and an intermediate ambusher fraction. The monthly observations suggest higher ambusher fraction during winter. However, data coverage in this season is very sparse at this particular location and does not allow any solid conclusion about seasonality. The on average low-ambusher fraction again reflects an efficient p-C food chain.
throughout the year (Figs. 7k, 8b). C loses its competitive advantage over c only during the spring bloom (Fig. 7e), when PP is highest. The seasonality in the ambusher fraction ultimately reflects a change in the dominance of the different small zooplankton types (c vs. a) throughout the season. In spring, c comes to dominate by making use of the p bloom, but is soon top-down controlled by A as best competitor for c (Fig. 7e,h). a then dominates in the less productive summer and winter times. This leads to a higher fraction of A following the spring bloom. These dynamics yield the intermediate annual average values predicted throughout the temperate latitudes (Fig. 2). Variations in timing, length of the productive season, and so forth may explain the large range seen in the observations.

In high latitudes with seasonally varying productivity and food availability like the Southern Ocean near Antarctica (Fig. 6c,f,i,l), the observations suggest a more equal contribution of ambushers and cruisers. In the model, in contrast to the other regions, A dominates over C because C cannot compete against c for p as prey. This effect results from the different temperature functions used in the model (Supporting Information Fig. S5). Ingestion rates for C, though generally lower, increase with temperature more strongly than for c. The competitive advantage of c over C through higher encounter kernels $\beta^*$ for prey p thus decreases in colder regions. With an average annual temperature of 4.2°C, c has a 50 times higher $\beta^*$ and 6.5 times higher maximum ingestion rate than C compared to factors 25 and 3.5, respectively, for 24°C at the low-latitude location (Supporting Information Fig. S5e). In consequence, C sustains themselves via the less efficient p-a-C food chain and A outcompetes C (Fig. 8c), leading to a high-ambusher fraction. A useful proxy indicating the dominant food chain in this model is the ratio of c to p biomass. While c/p is high at the high-latitude location, it is notably lower at both temperate and low-latitude locations (Fig. 6j–l). Removing the differential temperature sensitivity of small and large zooplankton and assuming a common temperature dependence for all plankton functional types (PFTs) decreases the ambusher fraction at this location to intermediate levels in better agreement with the observations (simulation not shown), but values agree less well with the observations in subtropical regions. A better fit to the
observations can also be obtained by lowering loss terms like the linear mortality for C, thereby weakening the trade-off between risks and profits in the model. Selected changes in feeding interaction strengths and other parameters are used in the following section to give an impression of model sensitivity and identify factors potentially affecting the foraging strategy.

In summary, the model suggests that different prey spectra accessible to ambushers and cruisers drive different competing pathways through the food web. With competitive advantages sensitive to temperature, these food chains give rise to the biogeo graphical pattern of feeding strategies observed for copepods.
Model sensitivity

In the following, we use different modifications to the standard model to gauge the sensitivity of the hypothesized mechanism for explaining the observations. As described in the methods section, the trade-off strength is modified by changing the linear mortality of C in the low-/high-cruiser-mortality simulations. The balance of trophic interactions is changed directly from that in the standard run in the stronger-cruiser simulation (Table 1), and indirectly via a reduction of trophic diversity by omitting feeding strategies for small zooplankton in the no-strategy simulation. The model’s sensitivity is assessed in terms of (1) the emergent community structure as expressed by the ambusher fraction (Fig. 9), (2) the trophic level of large zooplankton (A + C; Fig. 10), and (3) net community productivity (Fig. 11).

Ambusher fraction

The strength of the ambush-cruise feeding trade-off is easily changed by increasing or decreasing the linear mortality for C. Higher mortality makes active cruise feeding even riskier compared to passive ambush feeding, thereby moving the competitive advantage from C toward A. As a result, A comes to dominate to a larger degree at lower latitudes (Fig. 9a). The opposing effect, an extended latitudinal range of C, occurs when lowering the mortality for C. The changes in C dominance with lower mortality also affect the adjacent lower trophic level of small zooplankton, with notably reduced dominance of a in temperate latitudes (Fig. 9b). In the case of linear mortality, parameter changes only affect the level of the ambusher fraction and thereby the latitudinal range, but the shape of the latitudinal gradient appears largely robust.

The balance of trophic interactions is the central difference between the standard and the stronger-cruiser setups (Fig. 1; Table 1). The standard setup distributes interaction strengths in a somewhat balanced way allowing for dominance of both A and C at different locations (Figs. 2, 9) and times (Fig. 6). When more advantages are given to C in the stronger-cruiser setup by increasing their feeding encounters, thereby strengthening the p-C food chain, C come to outcompete A at all latitudes except the southernmost polar regions. This simulation thus approaches a configuration without feeding strategies for large zooplankton. The opposite effect, a strong dominance of A at all latitudes, may be expected when shifting the advantage toward A. This can be done as above by changing parameters affecting the interaction strength. Alternatively, A also receive more profit when their preferred prey, c, increases. The no-strategy configuration, which omits feeding strategies for z and resolves only c, thus leads to the expected dominance of A across all latitudes. This setup almost removes the latitudinal pattern of the ambusher fraction. A similar tendency, e.g., enhanced A dominance in mid-latitudes, is also found for other parameter changes affecting the trophic interaction strengths (not shown).

In summary, model sensitivity in terms of the ambusher fraction is tightly linked to the interaction strengths, and thereby the representation of the plankton community formulated in the model. Parameter changes not affecting the configuration of interaction strengths but the strength of the ambusher-cruiser trade-off, like z mortality, control the latitudinal range where a given feeding strategy dominates.

Trophic level

The trophic level of the large zooplankton Z (TLZ) is a powerful indicator summarizing the pathways of energy and biomass realized in the model. It is furthermore a proxy for an important ecosystem function, because a higher trophic level of large zooplankton corresponds to a lower efficiency of the transfer of PP to higher trophic levels such as fish. The simulated TLZ is calculated by summing ingestion on one prey type relative to the total ingestion of a given predator, where ingestion of phytoplankton is weighted with a factor 1 (TLp = 1) and ingestion of small zooplankton is weighted with a factor 2 (TLZ = 2). For total large zooplankton Z,

$$TL_Z = 1 + TL_p \frac{I_{pA} + I_{pC}}{\sum_i [I_{iA} + I_{iC}]} + TL_Z \frac{I_{zA} + I_{zC}}{\sum_i [I_{iA} + I_{iC}]}.$$  (5)

where, e.g., IpA is ingestion of p by A and \(\sum_i [I_{iA} + I_{iC}]\) is total ingestion of both A and C on all types of prey i.

Generally, the latitudinal pattern of TLZ is similar across simulations with higher TLZ (lower efficiency) in polar regions and the subtropical oligotrophic gyres (10°–30° latitude), and...
low TL\textsubscript{Z} (higher efficiency) in the productive western boundary currents (40° latitude) and low-latitude upwelling regions. The strength of the latitudinal gradient differs substantially between model configurations (Fig. 10a).

The standard simulation predicts an intermediate TL\textsubscript{Z} around 2.5 with herbivory (TL\textsubscript{Z} = 2) more pronounced in productive latitudes. Carnivory (TL\textsubscript{Z} = 3) is more important in the latitudes representing the oligotrophic gyres and becomes the dominant feeding mode in high latitudes. Changes in the trade-off strength, as produced by changing the mortality of C, have a weak effect on the TL\textsubscript{Z} and hence on the energy flows through the ecosystem. With cruise feeding being riskier, C switch from herbivory to a more carnivorous diet. The higher mortality of C only leads to an increase of the trophic level of C (TL\textsubscript{C}; Fig. 10b), but does not affect the trophic level of A (TL\textsubscript{A}; Fig. 10c).

The largest variation is seen between the configurations affecting the trophic interaction strengths directly, i.e., the standard, stronger-cruiser, and no-strategy configurations. Promoting C feeding on p in the stronger-cruiser simulation yields a TL\textsubscript{Z} near 2 (pure herbivory) except for the Southern Ocean and the subpolar Northern latitudes. Highest overall TL\textsubscript{Z} is reached when A feeding is promoted by assuming only motile small zooplankton (z = c). In contrast to changes in trade-off strength, changing trophic interactions affects the trophic levels of both A and C. Promoting C feeding in the stronger-cruiser setup decreases its TL from a balanced mixed diet to almost pure herbivory outside of subpolar/polar latitudes (Fig. 10b). Ambushers can only persist at high latitudes (Fig. 9) relying on an increasing degree of carnivory toward the poles (Fig. 10c). Promoting A feeding in the no-strategy setup instead increases the TL\textsubscript{A}, while C persist on p only.

In summary, the trophic level of large zooplankton is particularly sensitive when modifying trophic interactions, and integrates both biomass and feeding mode changes. For adjustments of the trade-off strength between ambush and cruise feeding through mortality changes, the TL\textsubscript{Z} reflects only a change in diet of C, resulting in smaller changes of the TL\textsubscript{Z}. Here, the change in competition does not lead to a diet change in A. Despite all changes in trophic level, the latitudinal structure is conserved across all simulations: the TL of Z is notably lower in relatively more productive latitude bands of the equatorial upwelling and western boundary currents (around 40° latitude).
Primary and net community production

Different trophic pathways may influence other ecosystem functions simulated by the model. As further examples we calculate PP and NCP. NCP is calculated as NCP = PP – community respiration, with community respiration in the model represented by (bacterial) degradation of organic matter, since zooplankton respiration is not resolved explicitly. NCP is an upper estimate of the fraction of PP available for export into the deep ocean.

All configurations simulate a similar pattern of ocean productivity (Fig. 11) with higher PP and NCP in temperate latitudes due to the western boundary currents (Fig. 5), low values in the subtropical oligotrophic gyres and elevated production in the equatorial upwelling regions. The largest difference in simulated PP and NCP are found between the standard and the stronger-cruiser setup (Fig. 11). The stronger-cruiser run has markedly lower values than the standard run, particularly in the temperate latitudes, thereby underestimating the observational estimates even more. The lower PP coincides with a notably lower ingestion of p by C, the only zooplankton type with pronounced biomass throughout the year. At the same time, a strong decrease in the TLc indicates a diet shift from a mixed phyto- and zooplankton diet to almost pure herbivory. In contrast, in the standard run, C, A, and a persist throughout the year. c appears in both runs only during the spring bloom, a pattern following from the pronounced top-down control. The lower ingestion rate in the stronger-cruiser run, in particular combined with the absence of c, in turn causes less recycling of nutrients and less recycled production. Z production is predominantly channeled into particulate matter which may sink out of the surface ocean instead of dissolved organic matter being recycled within. This larger fraction of PP available for export is reflected in a higher ratio of NCP to PP of 67% in the stronger-cruiser compared to 56% in the standard simulation. It occurs in the temperate latitudes with seasonal vertical mixing of nutrients into the surface mixed layer. In latitudes dominated by regenerated production, e.g., the subtropics, the difference in PP and NCP between configurations is minimal. In the no-strategy setup, PP and NCP both increase by 15%, while in the stronger-cruiser setup, PP and NCP decrease by 36% and 24%, respectively. Although productivity decreases overall in the stronger-cruiser setup, the model predicts a higher availability of this production for export compared to the other simulations.

Discussion

Observed and simulated biogeography

Our analysis of the observed ambush fraction of total copepod abundance reveals a striking latitudinal pattern of feeding strategy that is also captured by the model: high-latitude regions are dominated by ambush feeding copepods, while low latitudes exhibit a combination of ambushing and cruise (active) feeding copepods. This pattern is robust to a potential underestimation in net samples (Gallienne and Robins 2001) as ambush fraction values lie within a confined range at low latitudes, where nets with mesh sizes mostly below 250 μm were used (Supporting Information Fig. S1). Such nets are expected to be more effective in catching Oithona spp. than coarser meshed sampling gear typically used in temperate and higher latitudes, where the dominance of Oithona spp. is higher.

The feeding mode biogeography reported here contrasts the weak pattern found by Brun et al. (2016). Their analysis was based on the same data from the COPEPOD database used here. However, data from the Southern Ocean and the Odate data set were not included, which in our analysis notably strengthens the pattern in the Southern compared to the Northern hemisphere (Fig. 2). Most importantly, Brun et al. (2016) used observations in terms of biomass which due to the small size of Oithona spp. compared to other copepod genera might hide the signal. Our abundance-based analysis increases the signal-to-noise ratio and is thus able to identify a pronounced latitudinal gradient in feeding strategy not evident in Brun et al. (2016).

The trade-off based model employed facilitates an understanding of the feeding mode biogeography by focusing on the most important trade-off related to the feeding mode: profit from ingestion vs. metabolic cost and predation risk. The fact that this one trade-off already yields a pattern similar to the one observed speaks for the explanatory power of the underlying theory. More support for the notion that the trade-off drives the observed latitudinal pattern is provided by it weakening when the trade-off strength is being reduced as shown by the sensitivity analysis. The model dynamics underlying the annual average biogeography reflect the trophic trait cascade identified by Kenitz et al. (2017) using time-series observations at Sta. L4 in the English Channel. Adjacent trophic levels show opposing dominant feeding modes (active vs. passive), giving rise to a seasonal cycle driven ultimately by bottom-up nutrient availability for the primary producers. This mechanism operating temporally at Sta. L4 gives rise to regionally different regimes under different environmental conditions. Through different dominant food chains it produces the distinct biogeography simulated by our global model. Trophic trait cascades are thus seen using two different models, our global one and the local one by Kenitz et al. (2017), with different formulations and underlying modeling approaches but with the same inherent trade-off. This fact again supports the idea that a simple trade-off may explain observed patterns to a large degree independent of methodological details. While for phytoplankton, seasonality of motile and nonmotile types is relatively well documented (e.g., Barton et al. 2013), similar studies for zooplankton are less common (Kenitz et al. 2017) and the seasonality of feeding interactions and related traits is still being established (Mariani et al. 2013; Brun et al. 2017).

In addition to trophic cascades and dominant food chains, the assumed temperature dependence of zooplankton
ingestion plays a considerable role in modifying the underlying pattern. This study employs differential temperature functions for small and large zooplankton (Rose and Caron 2007), which predict a weakening of the competition between these two predator guilds with rising temperatures. The stronger competition in the cold high latitudes intensifies the dominance of ambush over cruise feeding in the model. Different experimental data syntheses (e.g., Eppley 1972; Rose and Caron 2007; Bissinger et al. 2008), however, imply different assumptions about whether predators can keep up with their prey at colder temperatures in particular (Franzé and Lavrentyev 2014). As the outcome of this competition in our model determines the balance of trophic interactions and ultimately ecosystem functions, it is important to analyze model sensitivity to a larger variety of temperature functions in the future.

Limitations

The detailed examination of the seasonal cycle simulated by the model highlights some limitations of the simplified formulations used here. In temperate latitudes, one might expect large active feeders (C) to profit from a spring bloom rather than A via e (Mariani et al. 2013; Kenitz et al. 2017). In the present model, this could potentially be achieved by strengthening the p-C link as the stronger-cruiser simulation does not simulate any ambushers except for at the highest latitudes. In nature, however, one would expect a different trophic pathway: large phytoplankton (often diatoms) dominating the spring bloom would be directly available to C (Irigoien et al. 2004; Mariani et al. 2013). In order to capture this succession of phytoplankton types, more phytoplankton size classes and potentially different nutrient requirements like Si for diatoms would need to be resolved. Moreover, while feeding strategies for mesozooplankton like copepods are relatively well established (Kiorboe 2011), for microzooplankton the relevance of active and passive feeding modes is not clear. Here, other trophic interactions like mixotrophy or intraguild predation may play a larger role by widening the energy/prey spectrum (Franzé and Modigh 2013; Mitra 2016).

In the Mauretanian upwelling, the model simulates a stable dominance of C throughout the year in apparent good agreement with observations. This good fit is likely to arise for the wrong reasons, though. In the model, the region is oligotrophic and small ambushers a with their low-metabolic costs come to dominate the small zooplankton z, thereby feeding the p-a-C food chain. In contrast, the observations suggest a substantial amount of PP (Fig. 5), driven by upwelling of nutrient-rich deep waters. This would lead to the p-c-A food chain dominating in the model, or, as discussed above, to a trophic link currently not resolved between large phytoplankton and C. In our simulation, the coarse resolution of the model likely hinders the upwelling of nutrients and thereby PP (Clayton et al. 2017).

Regarding seasonality, one of the most striking ecological aspects omitted in the model is the vertical migration of copepods. Vertical migration is observed both on a diurnal basis with organisms commonly located in deeper layers during day than at night as well as seasonally with copepods overwintering at large depths (Ohman and Romagnan 2016; Baumgartner and Tarrant 2017). However, smaller copepods like Oithona spp. appear to migrate vertically to a notably lesser degree than other genera. Oithona spp. in particular have been found productive in the surface layer of subpolar waters throughout winter at high latitudes while other copepods overwinter in the deep ocean (Zamora-Terol et al. 2013). In the current model, this aspect may explain the overestimated dominance of Oithona spp. simulated in the highest latitudes as well as the poor seasonal fit in the temperate locations examined.

Seasonal and diurnal vertical migration might be another mechanism to explain the observed biogeography of feeding strategies. Cruisers may be assumed to migrate to greater depth in order to reduce their metabolic costs at times of low productivity. For ambushers, this need would be smaller given their lower energy expense for motility (Kiorboe and Hirst 2014). Furthermore, if cruisers migrate out of the euphotic zone during daytimes with high visibility for visual predators, ambushers may seek this refuge to a lesser degree given their less conspicuous behavior (Kiorboe et al. 2010). Consequently, for a considerable fraction of time especially in latitudes with seasonally low productivity, the surface ocean would be dominated by passive feeders, with active feeders hiding at depth (Ohman and Romagnan 2016). This effect is partly captured implicitly by assuming slow growth rates paired with higher mortality for cruisers in the high latitudes, while ambushers can persist throughout the year. Observations with improved temporal (daily and seasonal) and vertical coverage are needed, however, to test this hypothesis.

Another hypothesis that may explain the dominance of ambush feeders—Oithona spp. in particular—at high latitudes is related to the diet. Oithona spp. are expected to feed on sinking fecal pellets, and have been suggested to at times even constituting a “coprophageous” filter that reduces the vertical flux of fecal pellets of larger calanoids in particular (Gonzalez and Smetacek 1994). Thus, Oithona spp. might be abundant where large calanoids are abundant, i.e., in the polar regions (Brun et al. 2016). Both hypotheses require a substantial effort in terms of model development. In particular, vertical migration is only beginning to be resolved in global biogeochemical models (Aumont et al. 2018). Testing these hypotheses thus has to be the subject of future studies.

Food web structure and ecosystem functions

The model limitations described above can be summarized to arise from the rigid nature of both the trophic interactions and the formulations used to reflect the behavior of the organisms. In natural plankton food webs, trophic interactions are very diverse and vary seasonally. They are maybe best described by location-specific food-web models (e.g., D’Alelio et al. 2016). Such models, however, are too complex to be used for predictions on the global scale and simplifying them
is not straightforward. Previous attempts to include some diversity in global models have focused on phytoplankton and employed simplistic trophic interactions (Follows et al. 2007; Prowe et al. 2012a). Diverse feeding interactions were implemented either by way of multiple PFTs (e.g., Le Quéré et al. 2016) or in size-based models configured using allometric relationships (Ward et al. 2012, 2013). However, in PFT-type models often the intended food web structure is not the one obtained in the simulations (Sailley et al. 2013). Purely size-structured models which do not take into account other traits may miss important trophic interactions that do not follow a simple size-based prey preference (Su et al. 2018).

Distinguishing feeding strategies for zooplankton as demonstrated here represent another way of including feeding diversity in global models. The standard setup yields a balanced contribution of both ambushers and cruisers to the large (i.e., meso)zooplankton. The resulting regional pattern of the trophic levels for large zooplankton (TL$_L$) agrees well with other model predictions (Stock et al. 2014b): productive regions yield lower TL$_L$ than less productive regions, in agreement with traditional theory (Ryther 1969). Notably different patterns of TL$_L$, implying very different transfer efficiencies of energy and biomass through the food web, are predicted by the stronger-cruiser and no-strategy configuration with somewhat simpler trophic interactions. Simulations with a diverse mixture of carnivorous and herbivorous feeding interactions seem to coincide with higher PP. While all model setups might be tunable to yield similar values, it is currently not clear which estimates are closest to nature. Observations question to which degree less productive ocean regions have indeed lower trophic transfer efficiencies than productive ones (San Martin et al. 2006), and trophic level estimates based on $^{15}$N levels are subject to substantial uncertainties (Gutiérrez-Rodríguez et al. 2014).

In any case, in the model biomass and production is easily shifted between large ambushers and large cruisers (Fig. 9), and is reflected in a corresponding change in trophic level (Fig. 10). The same signal is seen in both productivity and the export capability of the ecosystem as indicated by the NCP/PP ratio (Fig. 11). The lower TL$_L$ in the stronger-cruiser simulation corresponds to a higher NCP/PP ratio. Thus a similar amount of PP, often used as key variable for comparing model simulations and assessing global change (Bopp et al. 2013), may have very different consequences for higher trophic levels and related ecosystem functions like the production available for fisheries. In particular, the composition of the copepod community may affect juvenile fish abundance (Bi et al. 2011). Our model demonstrates that feeding strategies underlie the key uncertainties in budgeting carbon fluxes through the planktonic ecosystem (Steinberg and Landry 2017), as they provide the mechanistic basis for different trophic pathways, directly or via one or more microzooplankton steps, to the mesozooplankton. This analysis demonstrates a first attempt at resolving feeding strategies explicitly in a global ocean ecosystem model in order to work toward quantifying the effects of trophic interaction variability globally and for biogeochemical questions.

The study adds to other recent work showing that adding diversity in feeding interactions, e.g., in terms of mixotrophy, may enhance ecosystem functions like export to the deep ocean (Ward and Follows 2016). Mixotrophy (Flynn et al. 2013; Mitra 2014b) and intraguild predation (Franzé and Modigh 2013) operate mostly on the level of microzooplankton. Model studies of mesocosm experiments highlight the importance of these interactions for the observed dynamics (Larsen et al. 2015; Su et al. 2018). Still, few dynamic ecosystem models to date resolve such processes (e.g., Flynn and Mitra 2009; Ward et al. 2011, 2012; Ward and Follows 2016). Most of these models rely on fixed trophic interactions and are prone to showing a high sensitivity to the exact formulations and parameterizations (Mitra 2014a), as seen for the model presented here. Substantial effects of such fixed zooplankton formulations are commonly found in global scale models (Anderson et al. 2010, 2013; Prowe et al. 2012b; Hashioaka et al. 2013; Sailley et al. 2013; Le Quéré et al. 2016). They comprise aspects from ecology, like stability and coexistence (Cropp et al. 2017), to ecosystem functions, like the carbon export into the sediments/the deep ocean (Anderson et al. 2010, 2013; Sailley et al. 2015; Ward and Follows 2016). Ultimately, it is desirable to find ways to formulate interactions with few parameters in a flexible way that may be applied to the wide range of environmental conditions and prey environments characterizing the global ocean. Optimality-based modeling in combination with trait/trade-off based modeling is a promising approach in this direction (Smith et al. 2011, 2014) and has been applied to the global scale for phytoplankton (Arteaga et al. 2014). For zooplankton, few optimality-based models exist (Pahlow and Prowe 2010; Visser and Fiksen 2013; Marki and Pahlow 2016; Su et al. 2018) and none have been applied globally.

How effects of trophic interaction formulations translate to long-term predictions of global change is currently not clear. It is becoming apparent, however, that predicted PP changes (Bopp 2013) may be amplified across trophic levels depending on food web dynamics (Stock et al. 2014a). This trophic amplification can be explained in terms of changes in zooplankton growth efficiency, trophic level and the coupling between zooplankton and phytoplankton. It may in turn cause larger changes in fisheries resources and a reduction in the potential of the biological carbon pump than expected from NPP changes alone (Chust 2014; Stock 2017). The central role of zooplankton in biogeochemical and fisheries models (Mitra 2014a) thus underscores the importance of formulating effective flexible descriptions of plankton trophic interactions in global biogeochemical models.

**Conclusions**

This study presents the first global biogeography of passive vs. active feeding modes observed for copepods. A global
synthesis of abundance observations of the contribution of *Oithona* spp. to total copepod abundance shows a higher fraction in high latitudes and consistently low values in low latitudes. This latitudinal gradient is captured by a simplified model of zooplankton feeding strategies based on mechanistic formulations and trade-offs between encounter rates with prey on the one side and metabolic costs and predation risk on the other. The inherent trade-off provides a first explanation for the global biogeography of passive vs. active feeding modes observed for copepods. The dominance of active or passive feeding strategies is determined by dominance of either herbivorous or carnivorous food chains supporting active and passive feeding, respectively. The resulting ratio of passive to active feeders depends, particularly for cold environments in high latitudes, to a substantial degree on which temperature dependence for zooplankton ingestion is used. The ratio of passive to active feeding affects the overall trophic level of zooplankton, which is important for fish production, and leads to different levels of ecosystem functions like primary and NCP.

The model’s simplicity allows an in-depth analysis and understanding of the underlying mechanisms on the global scale. At the same time, several limitations of both the ecological and the physical model compromise the realism of the predictions in certain regions. Given the demonstrated sensitivity of the model dynamics to the configuration of trophic interactions, a higher resolution of the phytoplankton community in terms of size and nutrient use strategies, like incorporating diatoms or dinoflagellates, can be expected to affect predictions notably. For such a more complex network of trophic interactions, a structured exploration of model sensitivity to parameter values would be required in order to obtain strong conclusions. Such an in-depth analysis is maybe best performed in zero- or one-dimensional idealized model setups configured to capture representative locations in different biogeochemical provinces. Processes inherent in the physical model like the vertical supply of nutrients may also compromise the realism of the predicted feeding strategy gradient via affecting the identity and productivity of primary producers. Comparing simulations with different vertical nutrient supply in upwelling regions, for example, may further help to understand the dynamics underlying the feeding strategy biogeography.

While all models are wrong (Box 1979), the one presented here reveals the sensitivity of simulated ecosystem functions to rigid trophic interaction formulations. It thus represents a valuable step toward, and motivation for, incorporating flexible and diverse feeding interactions in global biogeochemical models. This process should be the focus of future modeling efforts to determine the role of ecology in global biogeochemical models. Our analysis indicates that trade-off-based models for zooplankton may explain and ultimately help to constrain uncertainties in budgeting carbon fluxes through oceanic food webs.
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